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The Data Acquisition System (D AS) of the Discoverer is a W estinghouse Prodac 510 processor utilizing a UNIVAC 1218 computer. The system is designed to collect, process, display, and store environmental data such as bathymetry, gravity, magnetics, wind speed and direction, and air and surface water temperatures; control data such as ship's course and speed, and position; and on-station data which includes water temperature, salinity, and velocity of sound as a function o f depth.
OPERATING PROCEDURE
Prior to departure on a cruise, anticipated values of the velocity o f sound are provided to the Coast and Geodetic Survey by the National Oceanographic Data Center. Computations are made from historical data using the empirical equation of W . D. W i l s o n [ 1 ] .
The values provided to the ship are divided into applicable geographic zones. As the survey progresses from zone to zone, the values o f the velocity o f sound are changed to conform with the particular area o f operations. An example of the geographic zones for a project is shown in figure 1. NARROW-BEAM ECHO SOUNDING [2] In this paper, the term sounding means the uncorrected reading o f the echo sounder; depth means the vertical distance from the water surface to the bottom. The term automatic depth input as used in the description o f the data acquisition system means automatic sounding input.
The narrow-beam echo sounder projects a signal at a repetition rate which is a function o f the depth. If the water depth is in the range o f 0-400 fathoms, a signal is projected once every second; if the depth is 400-800 fathoms, the signal is projected every 2 seconds, etc. This echo sounder is designed to receive the projected signal before the next sound burst is triggered.
The first wave form o f the returning sound pulse that exceeds a preset threshold level is used to measure the elapsed traveltime o f the projected signal. The time count, which began with the trigger pulse, is stopped when the trend o f the amplitude of this wave form is reversed (see figure 2) . The elapsed time is converted to fathoms and is displayed on the digital readout.
The mark on the precision depth recorder begins after the returning signal exceeds a preset threshold level, but before the amplitude is reversed, and lingers past the point of amplitude reversal until the threshold level is again reached. This produces a mark on the graphic recorder which varies from light to dark to light again as the signal passes. The change in density is not discernible to the eye. This implies that the digital sounding is not necessarily coincident with the leading edge of the mark on the recorder. This is illustrated in figure 2. The difference in digital and analog values depicted in figure 2 was taken from a test conducted aboard the Discoverer. The 3-fathom draft correction was subtracted from the digital value prior to the comparison. The apparent difference in soundings m ay be due to many factors among which are bottom slope, paper distortion, and instrumental error. It should be recognized that a 1-fathom difference w ill occur if the time from the threshold to amplitude reversal is 2.5 milliseconds.
The digital value, with the draft correction, is automatically read into the data acquisition system when automatic depth input (A D I) is initialized. For the sake of continuity, the digital readings are used to obtain soundings whenever the narrow-beam echo sounder is in operation.
The narrow-beam echo sounder is a gated instrument. The gating switch is divided into ranges o f 400 fathoms. This provides coordination with the scales on the precision depth recorder. I f this switch is set at a range less than the sounding, the digital readings become erratic. If the setting is greater, the digital readings remain correct; however, the signalto-noise ratio w ill decrease. A time-varied-gain (TV G ) effectively provides greater receiver sensitivity with increasing depth.
The echo sounder gating provides positive identification o f the correct 400-fathom multiple, hence scale checks on the precision depth recorder are not necessary with the narrow-beam echo sounder operation. Scale checks may be easily accomplished on the Narrow-Beam Echo SounderPrecision Depth Recorder by switching to the 0-to 4000-fathom scale on the graphic recorder; the gain on the Precision Depth Recorder usually must be reduced during this operation.
The recording procedure is as follows : A t the prescribed intervals, the sounding is read from the echo sounder digital display, and written on the graphic recorder trace for cross reference on the appropriate time mark. I f automatic depth input is initialized in the data acquisition system, the sounding record is checked as the survey progresses. Manual entry requires check scanning at a later time.
D A T A REDUCTION
Reduction o f the soundings is accomplished by the data acquisition system on a real-time basis. The reading of the echo sounder is entered into the system either manually or automatically; manual entry is necessary when operating conditions require the manual override o f the time-variedgain. A fter processing for the velocity o f sound, the depth is displayed on a Nixie tube readout, printed on the hydrographic and geophysical report typeouts, and stored on magnetic tape.
Definitions o f sounding velocity [3 ] and echo sounder depth [4] are now in order. Sounding velocity (Sv) is the weighted mean (M n) of the velocity o f sound (Vs) with depth (Z ); that is, integrated velocity from the surface to the stated depth. Echo sounder depth (Z .) is the sounding the instrument w ill read in a water column whose sounding velocity is not identical with the instrumental velocity o f 800 fathoms per second.
The computer corrects the sounding for acoustic velocity in the follow ing manner : The entered reading o f the echo sounder is converted to time by dividing by the instrumental velocity of 800 fathoms per second. The computer then searches a listing o f sounding velocity versus echo sounder depth; a linear interpolation is performed between the tabulated values for the applicable sounding velocity. The corrected depth is calculated by m ultiplying the sounding velocity by time.
The sounding velocity may be derived from the basic equation for the weighted mean [5] of any parameter :
where Q( is any variable and X t is the interval over which Qt is applicable.
In order to determine the mean velocity from the surface to a stated depth, it is assumed that linearity exists between the point sources o f the data as shown in figure 3 . 
The summation is from Z = 0, the surface, to Z = n, the depth to which the integration is desired. The function Vs is continuous on the closed interval 0 < Z 4 ^ Z", hence the definite integral exists, and the equation may be written :
The integral is evaluated numerically be means of the trapezoidal rule. 
(6)
The metric conversion is based on the U.S. Survey Foot which by definition equals 1200/3937 metre exactly. 
The sounding velocity in equation (8) is the applicable value for the true depth. These calculations are shown in the example in appendix 1. An example of the computer listing for the calculations in appendix 1 is shown in appendix 2. A gradient is applied to best fit the historical data beyond the deepest tabulated value.
The original data acquisition system programming would not allow the numerical value o f the depth to exceed the value o f the sounding velocity in the listing. Effectively this meant that the gradient had to be linear from 1500 metres to the bottom. The data acquisition system software was changed to correct this situation.
The use of sounding velocity computations is a computer application o f the basic method o f hand corrections outlined in Pub. 20-2, Hydrographic Manual [6 ] . Sounding velocity computations have been used aboard the Discoverer since she went into operation in July 1967. The refinement of interpolating with echo sounder depth as the entering argument, as suggested by R y a n and G r i m [7 ] , is now in effect.
LIM ITATIONS IN SHOAL WATER
The procedure of adding the draft o f the transducers to the echo sounder depth prior to processing the sounding for acoustic velocity w ill introduce an error in shoal water. It is desired to keep all errors less than | o f 1 percent of the depth. That is :
where Z c is the computed depth. The true depth and the computed depth may be written in the follow ing form :
where d is the draft o f the transducers in metres.
Substituting equations (10) and (11) into equation (9) and solving for echo sounder depth, it can be stated that an error that exceeds ^ of 1 percent o f the depth w ill be introduced if : Due to signal blanking, the narrow-beam echo sounder is not usable in.depths less than 40 fathoms. Furthermore, current project instructions require the use of a shoal water echo sounder in depths less than 100 fathoms. Hence, the narrow beam sounder coupled with the data acqui sition system w ill not under even these extreme conditions, inadvertently introduce this error.
FUTURE REFINEMENTS
Many of the refinements suggested by R y a n and G r i m [ 8 ] in area surveys recognize the fact that off-line postsurvey processing is necessary. On-line, real-time processing depends on the use of historical data. This is an obvious shortcoming o f the Discoverer's method. It must be recogniz ed, however, that a practical lim it may have been reached with the present sate-of-the-art that warrants additional equipment and processing un economical.
A compiler language program for the Westinghouse Prodac 500 o f the sounding velocity and fathometer depth is given as appendix 3. This program can be adopted to provide on-station, real-time, calculation of these parameters for multisensor data input, as well as off-line processing o f historical data or Nansen cast data. The addresses in the program were arbitrarily chosen and will have to be changed for use with the present data acquisition system on-station programs; the scale factors (B4 for velocity of sound, and B0 for depth) conform to the scaling in the present system on-station program. This scaling satisfies the accuracy o f the data input.
CONCLUSION
This report represents a cohesion o f ideas into a w orking system. The equipment and methods presented w ill reduce the labor o f processing, and improve the accuracy o f deepwater soundings. The p rogram w ill accept up to n in eteen points in the fo rm o f fo u r-d ig it numbers. T h e le ft colum n o f th e com puter lis tin g is the sounding v e lo c ity ; the righ t colum n is the depth. The grad ien t is applied at depths greater than 4 750 m eters.
